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Lizzie, I have been dong wiery to
find the the phone is in my best
possible to work. and my web
developer did recommend gethroot,
would you do anything to acc. Q:
Python: merging 2 dictionaries
values I have a function to merge
two dictionaries with a key into a
new dictionary. dict1 = {'a': 'z', 'b':
'x', 'c': 'y'} dict2 = {'a': 'aa', 'b': 'bb',
'c': 'cc'} merge = {**dict1, **dict2}
print(merge) output: {'a': 'aa', 'b': 'x',
'c': 'y'} I want to preserve the values
from the first dictionary and also
merge the values in the same
position in the new dictionary.
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Example: def merge(dict1, dict2):
for key, value in dict1.items(): for
key, value in dict2.items(): merge =
{value} print(merge) merge(dict1,
dict2) The output should be: {'a': 'aa',
'b': 'aa', 'c': 'yy'} A: You can do this
with dict comprehension (if you
don't need the keys of dict1 and
dict2): {a: dict1[a]+dict2[a] for a in
dict1.keys()|dict2.keys()} If you
need the keys, then it is a simple
loop: {k: v for k, v in {dict1[k],
dict2[k] for k in dict1 if k in dict2} }
Q: puppeteer.click() method not
working I am trying to figure out
how to simulate a click on a web link
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element. I can successfully get the
element using css-selectors and I
know that there are examples of
click works with puppeteer. So far I
have tried the following: click()
method: await
page.click("#dashboard-container
a:contains('Product List')"); Click
3ef4e8ef8d
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